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THE "TEST CHOOSER": A DIFFERENT APPRO4ICH TO

A PREDICTION 'WEIGHTING SCHEME

. /

. ,Abstract.l.

First-year graduate students-were asked to respolid to a biographical
..-

.

1

. :

questionnaire which emphasized motivational variables Wasifilitton to the

.

usual demographic. variables. It was hypothesized that the'students. could

'select from a group of ability measures the one best indicator of how well

theywould doin,graduate school To'test this. hypothesis the sample was

divided into twoparts, those who felt tests were the bst indicator of
s z

success (test choosers) and those who felt that some other means of assess-
.

ment was the best for them (non-test choosers). Within-gro4 ingressions

were then computed and compared using path.analysIs techniques. The obtained

dupirical least squares weighting system gave support to the possibility

that graduate students coqld'Identify thoie predictors which would yield

minimilm errors of prediction for them: Indications of the importance of

motivational measures as predictors for "noOtest choosers" were suggested.
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THE "TEST CHOOSER ": A DIFFERENT APPROACH TO
,.A PREDICTION WEIGHTING SCHEME

Donald ke. R6ck

,

..../Ackgraued :.

Use of the biographical information blank (BIB) as a predictive measure

has achieved a varying yet limited degree of success when used with student

populations. At first glance it may seem that much of this lack of con-

sistency.is in part due, tot: (a) poor Choice of the type'Of biographical

items and/or criteria and (b) an over-Simplification on the part of the

researcher with regard to the possible complexity of the relationships

among biographical variables when used in the prediction model.

The most frequently used criteria have been: (a) academic grades which

are predicted with little degree of success particularly, when the multiple

prediction equation incerpordtes tests and prior academic performance;

I (b) several forms of nonscholastic "creative" achievement which have been

found in some cases to be more highly 'correlated with BIB measures than
,1

intellectual or 14ther ability measures (Anastasi, Mead+, is Schneiders,

1960; Holland & Richards, 1966); (b) persistence in colege
,

(Willingham,
. '

1965) with validation found at faitly low levels; and finally (d) vocational

or curriculum 'choice which bears modest but seemingly. consistent relatio'n-

ships. to background information (Holland, 1962, 1963a,b; Stockin, 1964)..

Other more recent research (Klein, Rock, & Evans, 1968; Rock, 1969),

suggests that r4ardless. of Criteria a more effective use of many BIB

items is as moderators or grouping variables rather than as dimple linear

_ additive effects'in,the usual multiple regreision models. That is, their

greatest potential appears to be as a means for subdividing the total

481
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. !* ..
population into subgroups which, in turn, are characterized by differing

levels of predictive accuracy. The question then arises how--or better

why-.-do these grouping variables lead to subgroups characterized by

,differing levels of predictability with respect to acadetnic achievement?

One likely expladation for t is phenomenon is that different pre-

dictors have different validitiesifor different types of people. This

situation calls fOr the matching of person withipredictddr. Thus the

purpose "Of this study was.(1) to Identify thou individuals for whom thp

Usual predictors may not'be optimili, and (2) to consider for these people

the validity of non-test predictors,lin particular measures of motivation.

The method used here to match person to predictor was simply to ask'

the individuals what method they felt was the most accurate assessment of

NI, their academic capabilities. Once gaining this information we were able

to test the goodness offit of their "personal belief" model with the

, it'
. .

empirical data by examining the empirically derived weights. This approach
t .1

is somewhatrelated to the theoretical developments in the field of personal
.,, ...

.

,.%
prdbabilityand its application to test item weighting schemes. That- is,

''. .
, .

the, test exaSaile in some sense is asked to insiicate his or her confidence

in the ccirre4 option (De Finetui, 1965; Shuford, Albert, 6 Massengill, 1966).

In general, Hier higher the confidence level assigned by the examinee to the

. .
. .0

,

0
correct response, the larger the weight given the examinee for the correct :N.

.. 4.: .. .

response: ld,tfte contemt of this study the individual was asked via a

. biographical qteatiolpaire which method he thought would best estimate his
.... .

, .

.

'44bik
.

lty. It thill:scbeme were carried to its logicil conclusion, the weights.
. *-

'.# .
`live mpitiplepreOctiod "system would reflect his personal assessment of

,
.

.1(
t.

./

,

4' .
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the value of various methods. available for estimating his academic potential.

Sucha systetwould allow the applicant to put "his best loot forward," so

to speak. The question is how'would such an ipsative weighting.system

affect overall predictive accuracy?

The above approach is designed to tap an'individual's experiential

past with respect to feedback he may have had concerning the relative

success of various methods of assessing his academic4aChie4ezents.: It is

hoped this approach will lead to a more individualized weighting system

in prediction schemes.. Instead of applying the usual "normative" weights

that reflect minimizing the error of prediction on Ni average across the

whole sample, the approagumder investigation here is a "quasi-ipsative"-,.,

approaCh which allows an individual to use his past experiences to select, .

from among a set of assessment procedures the one that is "best" for him

or her. 4

This proposed method is, however, a test of a theory toward, prediction

and not in itself concerned with causal relationships. It-is hoped that -

through path analysis methods some indications of (a) what bisia an inch

vidual uses for selecting a particular assessment procedure, and (b),

0

relative impact of motivation on first year graduate achievement.may",alzo

be ascertained.

Method

Biographical questionnaire information,. GraduatOecorxeMination
. . /.

scores including the advanced subject matter test ({BRA -A) .w0e collected

on incoming first year graduate.stidents at three oniVersitigs. At the

I
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end of their first Oar, grade point average (GPA) was collected fot these

students. The total sample of approximately 450 cases was then randomly

subdivided into two subsamples, a validation sample (VS) and a cross-
.

val idation sample (QVS).

In addition to building the usual prediction equations and thus

obtaining the "normative" validity information, the two samples were

further subdivided into two parts according to their re onses to a

biographical:tem. This subdivision was based on whether they thought

test scores would be the one best indicator of how well they would do in

, graduate school ("test cho6sys") or whether they would consider some other

ability measure as being moie representative of their future academic

achievement ("non-test choosers"). Within-group predictions of GPA were

then obtained.

The three predictors used were GRE-A, rank in class in undergraduate,

school (UGR), and a biographical scale on which the-respondent indicated

on a continuous scale his chances of achieving an A-grade point average

or bette. This variable will be referred to as.SPFAA, the mnemonics

standing for self-prediction of further academic attainment. The GRE-A

and the SPYAA were selected because they were the two best predictors in

the validation sample. Rank in class was included since it is tradition-

ally used in most prediction systems.

The relative size of the within-group regression weights associated

with test scores were compared with the other weights in the system in

order to see if the empirically "best" weights simulated their "personal

beliefs." In short, is there any empirical evidence that the'applicant

f

41
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himself can minimize his o4h error of 'redaction by selecting awns various

-elsessment methods the one which is the best indicator of success for him?

Simple path analysis methods were then applied to selected variables

from both the BIB and the prediction equations in an effort to identify

the direceas well as indirect determinants of (I.) a person's self-perception

of his or her academic ability (SPFAA) and (2) success in first year,gradu-

ate schOol as_seasured by GPA. Path models within the twq ;ubpopulations.

(test choosers and non-test choosers) were compared in order to gain

further insight into possible structural differences underlying their

choice. of assessment procedures.

Results and Discussion

Table 1 presents the usual validity information for a multiple prediction
%

scheme using GRE-A, chances of achieving a high GEA (SPFAA) and undergraduate

rank in class (UGR) as independent variables in predicting graduate GPA.

d. Insert Table 1 about here

inspection of Table 1 indicates that for the most partGRE-A and SPFAA car-

ried almost equal weights in the prediction of graduate GPA. Having .

demonstrated evidence for the stability of the "normative" weights across

both samples, the question of interest becomes how do they-change, if at

all, when the samples are further divided according to.choice of assessment

techniques?

Table Z presents that information. Comparing the results found in

Table 2 with those found in Table 1 lends support to the possibility that



Insert Table 2 about here
I

individuals can select the method of assessment which is "best" (best in the

sense that it minimizes the error of prediction) for 'them. Table 2.also

indicates that the students did indeed put their "best foot forward" When

selecting an assessment method. That is, those choosing tests did have

on the average considerably higher test scores than the resiaolhg sample

(675 vs. 624 in simple 1, and 708 vs. 637 in sample 2).

What is even more interesting from a statistical point of view is

that those individuals choosing tests were a rather homogeneous group;

i.e., they all had rather high test scores and thus their group variance

. (

was considerably restricted compared to the remainder of the sample. In -

spite of this restriction in range, the standardiiea partial regression

weights associated withrthe GkE -A test scores for this group are no longer

slightly'less in absolute value Man those weights associated with SPFAA

t.
but are approximately three times as big in both,replications [samples 1 (I)

and 2 (a) 2 .

If one inspects the 0-order validity coefficients presented in Table 2,

the same pattern'is replicatedIn'both samples. That is, for those indi-

viduals who select tests, the validity coefficient associated with tests

is always.substantially higher than those associated with the remaining

. .

predictor variables. This pattern is revetsea in.the,gtoup Of individuals

preferring other means of assessment: Another possible Statistical artifact .

which could bring about these results would be if;groupingon preferences

.

for tests systematically spread fhe varianae on the criterion,' however, if

anything, the reverse occurred. That is; there is a slight restriction

1v
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in the variance of GPA for this group. There is some restriction in range

for SPFAA in sample 2 (a) compared to sim-Ple 2 (b), bUt the variance of

SPFAA is actually larger'in sample 1 (a) than in sample 1 0)1

In an effort to gain further insight into these-results, path analysis
c

.

procedures were introdhced4 Path analysis.methodology has been developed

in biology.(Wright, 1960) and economics (Goldberger, 1964) and Wit only

recently been applied in the social sciences (Blalock, 1969,'1971; Yens

& Linn, 1970)7 Figures f"and 2 present the traditional path analysis

Insert Figures 1 and 2 about tete
M.....amalDWm,mombd...aM.md..aiam.M.0WmaIDma.m.o.

pictorial presentation Of a hypothetical causal network among selected yeti-

-

ables. Figure 1 is based on the pooled data fromboth samples 1 and 2 for

those who selected tests as the best estimators of their graduate school

auccess, while Figure 2 is the pooling of the observations from samples 1

and 2 for those who chose other than tests.

'previous findings had been demonstrated by

"c

tie two' replication samples were pooled in

Since the ,consistency of tle

two independent replications,

order to use all the data 4n .

estimating the final parameters and their interrelationships.

111110.fl
ew variables were introduced into the system in the path analysis

. ;

computations so that the patterns'of interrelationships among prqdetetiminine

-;variables could be compared for these two-apparently different populations t

/ IV '

(i.e., those who chose tests vs. those who did not). The path analysis

diagrams in this case are simply &means for simplifying the interpretation

of somewhat complex causal relations. Arrows connecting any two variables

and going in one direction indicate which of the two is the predetermines.
.

I.
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If the structural.system is recursive, that is, no reciprocal causation,

the bid above "one way" arrows are simplistandardized partial regression

. coefficients and their relative size indicates the importance of the jth
- -

variable as 4,4eterminer of th9 ith variable. For example, in-Figure 1,

f)*
yl

isslightly more than-three times as large as b *4 indicating that while

they are both hypothesized determiners of CPA '(Y), GRE-A is three times

as important as SPFAA. Using path analysis methods (Anderson & Evans,. :

1974; Wright, 1960) one can also partition the total effect of a hypo-
-

thetical causal variable such as GRE-A, on GPA in Figure 1 into its direct .

.1 effect (b*
yl 4

= -.39}, plus its indirect effeCt (b*
1 y

bt
4
= .03), that is,

.

-
,GRE-A acting through SPFAA and a spurious.effect (r

yl
- b* - b*

1
b* 0 .01)

yl 4 y4

due to its correlation with other variables preceding it in 'the system.

The

7

residual path-coefficients E and E estimate the effect of all anima
. Y.

mired variables not included in the model that may cause variation in the

two endogenous variables SPFAA and GPA.

When the arrows go in both directions this indicates that the directio;

- of causality cannot be determined, and thus instead of having an estimate
L

of a causal. effect such as a regression coefficient we simply have a cor-
'

relation coefficient. For example, in Figure 1 3 as decided that no good

. ??
r

case could be side for inferring direction of
1-
camall y between GRE-k and

.

.1 .

UGR (undergraduate rank in class), therefore the paa diagram only estimates

the.correlation.

Inspection of Figurel Ae it indicates that GRE -A and UGR are depicted

as determiners of both GPA and SPFAA. "Accomplishment" is depicted as only

* determiner of sum. :Accomplishment is a composite variable reelecting

12
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. .

amount of participation in professional activities, huMbes of awards

receives, etc. The rationale underlying.thiskparticular causal network

o
is that scores of SPFAA, the student self-prediction of his ability to

achieve a high GPA in the future, can be a rgued to be .primarily a function

of feedback concerning his past academic achievements and related

activities.
I

Comparing Figure 1. with Figure 2 sheds additional light on how the

"test choosers" differ from ;the "non-test choosers" with respect to

, patterns of interrelationship among the additional variables.' For .example,

for "test choosey/Ss the GRE-A has considerably higher causal and/or cot-

v.

,

relational relationships with GPA, SPFAA, and accomplishment. It would

appear .that tests are a good predictor for these peoplevin many cases.

AlthoughGRE-A seems to have a generalizable validity for many activities

for "test choosers," it does not relate to their undergraduate ranks in

class. For the "non-test choosers," we have just the reverse profile,..

That is, inspection of Figure 2 indicates that GRE-A is about two-thirds

as important in determining GPA and less than half as important in deter-

Mining tgFAA for 0 "non -test choosers." Furthermore, it (GRE -A)

essentially a zero relationship with accomplishment, compared to.an r

of-.22 for the "test choosers." Also, foi the "non -test choosers," unlike

the "test choosers," there is some relationship between GRE-A and UGR.,

Also, as one might expect, the largest determiner of SPFAAV essentially

A a self-perceptApn Variable, for the "non-teat choohers" is UGR while for

the "test 'choosers" it iailGRE-A.

It should be noted here that while the GRE-A(11 a signifiCant pre;-

11;.

dictor for "non-test choosers," it simely becomes 4;;Kven more important

1-

"IL

S.
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predictor for'the "test choosers." It also should be pointed out that the

GRE-A is an'achievement test in a specific area and ;hue knowledgelaone's
4

test scare his a certain amount of built-in "face validity" for making

1

predictions of future academic achievement in that specific area. Thus it

is felt that these results may well apply only to achievement rather than
, \

to aptitude tests.

A clearer picture of the differences between the. "test chooser" and

the "iron -test Chooser" may be drawn. The "test chooser's" graduate GPA

is best predicted by his GRE-A score, and his self-perception of ability

to succeed in graduate.school (SPFAA) is muce related to achievement on

the GRE -A. than to his undergraduate record. He is also somewhat "brighter"

in that his test scores, i.e., GRE-A, are considerably higher than those

of the "non-test chooser,"'while both his UGR and his first semester grades

in graduate lbchool are only slightly higher than the "non-test chooser."

When the path analysis results' are viewed in conjunction with the mean

differences for the two populations, one could make a case for'SPFAA as a

measure of that slippery concept of motivatiollt t least forthe "non-test

choosers." The reasoning underlying such a hypothesis is as follows:
. .

First, it is the best single predictor of firit,Immester graduate grades

for the "non-test choosers" who may be somewhat Oyerachievera." That is,

;Ov
the "non-test choosers" as a group compared to die "test choosers" are

over one -h1 standard deviation. below the "test choosers" on the GRE-A,

yet are approximately only one-quarter standard deviation below with respect

to first semester' grades. Coupled with this fact is that for the "non-test

choosers" UGR 4s the best detaetlminer of SPFAA. In fact the total nonspurious

effect of UGR,on GPA is sublet 4ntially greiter for the "don -test choosers"
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,

than 'for 'the "test choosers" (-.10 vs. .00). Undergraduate grades.haile,

often ,been referred to in the liteiature on prediction as. vur best avail-

6̀ .4 .

able measure,of motivation.

It is possible that the further standardized tests depart from

aptitude content, the greater the possibility that the test itself is

a good measure of motivation. That is, the test ambng other things is
I

measuting the individual's motivation as well as ability to assimilate

information in his specialty (GRE4). This may not be true for all

people; hpwever, i.e., for the."test chooser" it may assess both his

ability and motivation, while for the "non-test chooser" it may measure

ability, thus pit remains a significant predictor for these people.also,"

yet we Iv an additional measure of motivation to round out the prediction

equation. Theaeparate path analysis results tend to confirm these ten-

tative hypotheses. That is, for the "test chooser" the GRE-A scores are

related to level of motivation, while for the 'inom.iiest chooser" the

.relation.is considerably smaller.

Additional regression analyses were done -separately within sample 1

and sample 2 in an attempt to define other biographical characteristics

which might differentiate the "test chooser" from the "non-test chooser.!',

The significant characteristics which were replicated in both, samples

suggest that the "test chooser" prefers objective tests4to essay exams,

reports that he generally studies less than his classmates an describes

...-

his parents as being somewhat dissatisfied with his undergraduate grades.

The "non-test chooser" is simpl9;characterized by the reverse of this

profile, indicating his academic success appears to be more related to

bard work than measured 'aptitude. If nothing else, the above discussion

111'
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pointpout.the cbmplexity of the motivational construct and how any

pirticular mbasure may interact with different types of individuals:

In this instance, WAIL, a possible Measure of motivation, is an important

predictor.for'"non-test,chdosers," but is much less important for "test

choosers."
/

These results suggest that a serious look should be taken at the

'

possibility that the applicant should have a say in selecting the method

of assessment whit he feels should be most heavily wel.ghted in consider-
.

ing his application. Such an ipsative weighting system allows thecen-

didate to put his bftst foot forward thus atcentuatinghis strengths. This
'

would allow for x oily compensatory prediction system. Thud, if such an

individualime4 weighting system can be demonstrated to lead to little or

no decrease in predictive accuracy overali,'the extra computation may well

beojelstified: It is also felt that such a participatory approach may lead

to a more positive attitude toward the whole selection procedure. Opera-

tionally the system could be

could be made one using the
.

'see up so two predictions for every candidate

"ipsative" weights and one using the "normative"

weights. Assuming that both systems were approximately equally valid, the

institution could moose to make their decision based on the method which

yields the highest stimate of the candidate's ability.

The question Alkises, how" would one determine the ipsative or person- .

slimed weights? 9ne obvious MethOd would be simply to have the candidate

select from competing methOds:Ifie one he or she feels is most applicable.

The "best" weights could then be empirically derived-for those people
*

'selecting that particular method.'''The present results suggest that these

"best" weights would reflect to a certain extent the candidate's weighting.

I
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Another apprbadh would be to _estimate within-group regressions with.

.

Jimqualicy iestlictions reflecting the candidate's weighting. Obviously. ,

1
.

this approach has Baysian overtones and -can be pux into such s formal
14
sr framework also. The comparative validity of various means of estimating

4W47the ipsative weights is-a researettablequestion.

Conclusions

First-year graduate students were asked to indicate through their

responses to a BIB which ability measure was the one.best indicator of

4ir
'how well they would do in graduate school.. Thessmple was then divided

into two parts, thoqe)whoD felt' tests were the best indicator of auccss

(test choosers) and those who felt that some other means cassessment

was the best for them (non -test, choosers). Within-group regressions were

then co used and compared using path analysis techniques., The obtained

empi cal least squares weighting system gave sUpport
)

to the possibility

that graduate students could identify those predictors which would yield ,

minimum errors of prediction for them. It was not, however, a case where

tests could predict only for "test choosers." They were also a significant

but comparatively less important predictor for "non-test choosers." Path

analysis procedures were then used to identify differences as will as

possible causes for these differences between "test choosers" and "non-

test choosers." Indications of,ttle importance of motivational measures

as mdictors for "non-test choosers" were suggested.

17'
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Table 1'

Overall MUlaple Prediction Validity Information

Sample 1 Sample 2

0

s

Standardized Standardized Cross-
. Independent Regression Multiple Regression Multiple Validated

Variables Weights R Weights - R R

GRE-A

Chances of
obtaining
high GPA
(SPFAA)

17G2

.2476 .2146

.2644 .384 .2946 .3957 .3935

-.0362
.

-.0126 ,

20
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Table 2

Standardized Regression Weights and Validity Information
....:

e-

by Choice of Assessment Procedures . ,

.

1

GEE -A 675.26

SPFAA 3.00

2.20

GPA (Y) 3.59

GEE. -A 708.23

SPFAA 3.45

13GR 2.14

GPA (1) 3.71

Sample 1(a)
(tests best estimators)

a ray b*

-

R 1

Sample
b

1(b)

(other than tests)

a r
xy b* R

66.69 .33 .27 -- 624.25 96.42 .27 .24 --

.86 .21 .10 -- 3.13 .80 .32 .29 --

.35 .40

1.27 .12 .06. ' 1.97 1.10 -.11 -.06

.38 3.55 .45

Samples 2(a) , Sample
d

2(b)

(tests best estimators) (other than tests)

a r b*
xY

R
r

, 1 1 b*a r
zy

R

84.79 .52 .51 -- 637.67 120.60 '.23 .17

.60 .16 .15 3.19 .81 ,.34 .31

.54 .38

1.14 -.14 -.03 1.96 1.14 -.12 -.02

.31 3.57 .43

a
Statistics in this sample were computed on N's from 19-34.
Statistics in this sample were.computed on N's from 178-468.

.c
Statistics in this sample were computed on N's from 18-40.
Statistics in this sample were computed on N's from 190-468.
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Figure 1

Path AnalYeIs Model of Bypothesized Relationships Among Selected BIB Items and

Prediotors and Criterion for Those Selecting Testsa

(Test Choosers)

G-RE -A

ACCOrl-

P1.15firatas

u&R
Xs

32

=.25

go. .1S.

AO.

SPFAA
4t-

byq

,..#

le

6-Iket DUAT£
GPA t+4

.,... .
!..,

R Y X, X.,X4 ' `14

Rx4 X
I
X XS`.. 2

a

.a
Samples 1 & 2 are combinid for this analysis.
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Figure 2

Path Analyiis Model ofRypOthesized Relationships Among Selected BIB Items and
1

Predictors and Criterion for /hose Selecting, Other Than Testae

. (Non-Test Choosers)

1

4
SFPAA

'*

.20

2.3d

X4

3= AI

6 ?-7 CI

CAVUMIArf
31, GPA (EY

Y

RI.. X x .3

RX,/.4,)(aX3 :2(2

a
Samples 1 62 are co2bined for this analysis.
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PerCentage of Response for the

Experimental Biographical Questionnaire:lor. Graduate Students

44 1. What is your age?

N =2375

1. 19 years of younger

2s 20 '4

3. 21

4. 22

5. 23

6. 24

7. 25

8. 26

9. 27 years or older

No response

2. What is your sex?

1._ Male

2. Female

No response

3: Please describg your marital sta,tus.

. 0
1. Single, don't expeqpro.bi married soon

2.. gingle, expect` to beimarriedsioon

3. Married, no children

4. Married, one or morelcaldren

41#..

Widowed, .divorced', separated

yr 4.
No response

a 27

0 . 1

s'
4;SI

'04,

5.5'

2j:2
J

14.4-

9.2

8.4

6.2

23.0

0.5

64.2

35.8

0:0

48.9

7.4

25.5

13.9

0.7

. 1.34t .1

.44

.46

1
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el
n14

4: How any dependents do you support: (Count yourself as one.)
4

%
t 1. None 22.8

4
2. One 51.1

3. Two 14.9

4. Three 5.1

5. Four or moee 5.6

No response 0.5

5-6. Indicate the highest educational level attained by

each of your parents.

_ft

5, 6.

Father Mother

1. 8th grade or less , 13.2 91

2. .Some high (secondary) school 7.9 7.1

3. High school\graduate 17.2 30.5

A.. Business or trade school 5.3 8.4

5. Some college 15.3 19.2

6., College graduate 17.1 15.7

7. Attended graduate or professional
school, but did not receive a
graduate or professional degree 3.9

8. Received a master's degree.or its
equivalent 10.1

9. Received a doctor's degree

No response

9

28°

' 3.3

5.3

9.3 0.7

S

\\ 0.8 0.6

4'
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Describe the extent of 'raveltng iou might have done as

a result of family vacations,, group trips, etc.

wr

1. I have done little or no traveling

2. I have traveled Primarily within my own state of resideAce

3. I have traveled extensively within the United States

'r

4. Most of.my travel has been outside the territorial
U. S. and I have seen little of the US itself

A

5. I have done extensive traveling both within and
outside the U.S

No response

%

6.4

20.4

32.2

8.0

31.7

1.2

8-9. 'In what section of the country did you spend most of
life? (Check one in each column)

your early

8. 9.

School Grades

1. Northeast: Conn., Maine, Mess:, N.H.,

K8 9-12

%

Pa., R.I., Vt. 12.2 11.4

. South: Ala., Ark., bel., D.C, Fla., Ga.,
Ky., La., Md., Miss., N.0 , Puerto Rico,
S.C., Tedn., Va., W. Va. 8.7 7.4

3. Midwest: Ill., Ind., Mich \, Ohio, Wis. 11.8

4. Plains: Colo., Iowa, Kan.,\Hinn.,
Mont., Neb., N. Mexico., N.dt, Okla.,
S.D., Texas, Wyo. .

30.5 30.9

5. West: Alaska, Ariz.1(Calif400wa /Idaho,
'Nev., Oreg., Utah, VI sh. \ 27.2 5

6. Other . 8.1 7.1

No response 1.5 ' 1.5

) sOI

29
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JO. What is yourgrlacial or ethnic badtground

1. Puerto Rican

2. Black,, Afro American, Negro

3. Caucasian, White

4. Spanish Ameitcan

5. Mexican American

6. Oriental

7. American, Indian

8. Other

No response

11. 'What is your stitus with the selective service?

,

1. 1 have been in the service

2. I have mit been in the,service

No 'response

12. Was any language other than English commonly used in your home

while you,were growing up?

1. No

2. -Yes

No resionse

1

S'.

30

0.0 .

3.1

85.2

2.3

5.0

0.3

2.9

0.5

'20.5

67.91-

12.0
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13-14. Which of the following categories comes closest to your
parents' occupations? If either is retired, deceased,
or unemployed, indicate. their former or customary
occupation. ti

13., 14.

Father, Mother
{or male gdardian){or,female guardian) ..

% f
1. Unskilled (laid, waiter,,

housewife, service station
attendant, domestic, janitor)
o semi - skilled Worker

{typist, store sales-, telephone
operator; factory worker)

2. Service worker {policeman,
fireman, barber, beautician, cook,
military non-commissioned officer)

. 3. Skilled worke or craftsman
{carpenter, ectrician, plumber,

auto meth c, foreman, seamstress,
enlisted malt in armed .forces)

4: Semiprofessional or technician
{laboratory or.medical techni-
cian, draftsman; bookkeeper,
insurance salesman, secretary -

stenographer, computer programlaer,
nurse)

9.0 51.4

4.5 2.8

,

12.3 2.4'°

11.0.

5. Owners manager, partner of a
small business or lower .level
government official, military
'commissioned officer

27.9 3.6_

6. Profession requiring a bachelor's 4
degree {engineer, elementary or
secondary teacher, high-level or

technical sales) 14.9 14.0

7. Owner, high-level: executive in a
large business or ins high-level

. government agency 9,.S 0.3

8. Profession requiring an advanced
degree {doctor, lawyer, professor,
etc.)

No response

14.7 1.9

1.3 .

fr

3.3
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15. What was the api44,ximate annual,iptome of yopr family during
/

i

4 your last two years of undergraduate collegaA,t....
1 g,_

,
;(1. L;88 than $4,000 *

l l
e

2. 14,04 to $7,999

4
3. $8,000 to $11,999

4. $12,000 to $19,92?

"r7

5. $20,000 and over

< ,1*

No response k

. 4' 11!, .

16. What kind of secondary bcfiaot thigh smhbol4 did you attend?
4

1. Public '2

K:.

4

2. Private, nonreligious; tionmil if.ary

3. Proteftant denominational

4. Cattlolic %0

5. Received an adultieducation or GED (high school

,equivalenCy) diploma

6. 'Other

No response

8.9

X6.2

22%1

26.1

5.9

814

4.3

i.5

11.4

0.1

0,8

0.5 V

4

ac

17-18. About how many students were there in your graduating claOgsr

v (4'or #18, response should be numbe'r for entire
0

.UnivUniversity,ity, not for a college or department . 17. 18.

within the University.) High School ,University,,

." .
%-: f %

%

l'i Fewer than 50'
t

c. 10.3 1.2

2'. 50 - 199 ' '.24.9 1.7
LP

3 200 - 499 32.4 14.1

. .

4. 500 - 09
t. 26.7 14.3

k. t.

5. 1400 or more 4.5 62.5
.

...- e .
I ,,, i

f No response . ' 32 . 1.1 2.2

)
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19-20. Indicate your academic rank in your graduati g classes.

1

1. Top ten percent (

(highest fifth)- 1

2. 11 - 20 percent

3. 21 -.40 percent (next highest fifth
(

4. 41 - 60 percent (middle fifth) 1

5. 61 - 80 percent (next lowest fifth)

6. 81 - iv percent (bottom fifth)

No response

;it

21. How would you describe your general reeding ability
. in comparison to that of your college classmites?

1. My reading rate is low, and my compre-
hension is average

.

(

2. My reading rate and comprehehslion are both
average

3. My reading rate is high, and my comprehension
is average

4. ,My comprehension is above average, and my
reading rate is average

5. My reading rate and comprehension are both
above average

No response

.33

19. 20.

High School College

x

62.0 37.5

18.7 24.3

9.3 . 17.6

5.2' 7.4

1.5 1.6

0.8 0.8

2.5 10.8

7.3

25.6

9.4

32.0

24.6

1.0
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22. During an average week of your

how much time did you spend on
not required reading)? Please

1.

2.

3.

4,

5.

6.

None or almost none

L
, -34-

senior year 01-416'undergraduate
the folloyfrig outside reading (i.e.,,

circle one number in each row..

About 1/20houra wedk
,

About 1 - 2 hOurs a week

About 3 - 4 hou s a week

About 5 - 6 hours a wedk

About 7 - 8 hours a week

7. About.9 or more

No response

Mystery, westerns, adventure,
science fiction, etc.

Science, Mathematics and
Engineering

Novels, short stories, drama,
poetry, literary criticism,
etc.

History, economics, anthro-
pology, current political
and social issues, social
criticism, etc.

Psychology

Sports and leisure time

Automotive mechanics, tech-
nological "how-to-do-it"
publications.

Newspapers and/or news
periodicals (Time, Newsweek,
etc.)

z % % z % %

5.4 0.9 0.9 1.2 3.7 8.8 11.5 67.6

6.4 3.4 1.1 1.9 5.4 11.8 12.5 57.6 - 1

3.5 4.1 2.0 5.4 13.0 25.1 20.3 26.6

4.2 4.3 2.5 4.8 11.2 24.6 21.0 27.5 if

6.4 1.0 0.9 1.6 4.0 11.0 16.4 58.6

5.6 3.6 1.8 3.1 8.3 16.6 19.0 42.0

or'

7.2 0.3 0.3 0.4 1.2 4.7 7.6 78.4

1.5 8v0. 6.4 12.9 24.8 32.5 9.9 3.9

34
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23-24, Hew would you rate the academic stAudards of your high
'4 school and undergraduate collfge? 0

ts

1. Very

.

high.

3. About average

4

4. Probably below average

5. Definitely below average

No response r

23.

Ugh School
24.1

College

29,4 37:9
C.

33,7 39.2

26.9 20.8,

6,1 1.3

f
3.5 0,3

0.4 0.5

25. The following question concerns your gradqS in the most recent
courses you took in certain undergraduate college subjects. For

.eacg subject circle the number correspdnd* to your final grade.
If you took more than one subject in an area, estimate au average
final grade..

Art

1. Did not take any courses in this subject ark.

2. '59 or below (F)

3. .(n)60 - 69

4. 70 - 79 (C).

5. 80 49 (B)-

6. 90 - 100 . 41.)

No 'response

4.5 18.4 16.3 4.9 0.4 0.2 .55.4

Biological Sciences ... '4.2 24.2 27..0 10.4 1.1 0.5 32.5
.../.'

.r.

English or 1.22ierature 2.9 32:4 41.1. 13.3 1.3 015 8.0
. , . .

Foreign
.

-Langulge 4.2 30,2. 26,5 13.0 2.6 0.9 22.7:
".

jRathemAtics 4.0 27.6 27:7, 14.9 3.1 0.8 21.9
..

Music '5.5 18.i: ,11.4 3.4 0.5 0.1 601,6

Su 4
Physical Sciences 3.1 28.8 31,2 13.2 2.1 0.5 20.5
v

.

Social.Scienees '''.. '2.7 48.0 35.4 6.6 0.5 0.2 6.7

',
;

J
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In the average humanities or social science course, do ou

generally prefer:

1. Objective. examinations (e.g., true-fa4e, 28.8
multipl,s4Choice)

2. Essay examinations 68.9

No response 2.2

27. Indicate your judgment of each of.four testing procedures.
Please circle one number in each row.

1. Tend to overestimate my knowledge or ability

2. Fairly estimate knoWledgemy or ability

3. Tend to underestimate my knowledge or ability

40
No response

%

Objective or multiple-choice examinations 2.8

Essay type examinations 1.8

Tests in which speed is a factor 1.9

Oral examinations 7.2

28. Would you say that your college grades:

1. Grossly under-represented your4ability

2. Slightly.under-representedryour ability

3. Fairly represented your ability

4. Slightly over-represented your ability

No response

36

% %

30.1 46.4 20.6

14.0 77.2 7.1

50.9 33.6 13.6

26.0 60.0 6.8

8.8

32.9

47.0 .

10.0

1.2
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29. With regard to your classroom assignments, did you regard
yourself as a more consistent and harder worker than the
typical student in your college classes?

1. Definitely not,.I worked less than my classtliates 11.2

2. Generally I worked less than my classmates 25.9

3. 4enerally yes, worked harder than my classmates 46.0

4. Definitely yes, I worked harder than my classmates 13.9

No resp'onse, 3.1'

30.

31.

.

How would yoiidescribe your permits' or guardians' satisfaction
with your undergraduate college grades?

4e.% , r tr."

1 17.ery dissatisfied

Z. Somewhat dissatisfied

3. Fairly satisfied .

4. Very satisfied

No response 0

In terms of your own personal satisfaction, how much importance
did zu attach to.getting good grades?

1

4.0

5.7

25.0

62.5

27

10.1

32.1

34.2

23.0

0.5

1. None or not much

2. A moderate amount

3. Quite a bit

4. A great deal

No response

7

3";
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32. During your senior year did you ordinarily find writing papers
a very difficult task; or did you have relatively little
difficulty in getting your ideas data on paper?

.

1. I found writing papers a very difficult task

2., I frequently experienced some difficulty in writing

3. More often than not I did not experience great
difficulty

4. I tad little or no difficulty in expressing myself
in.writing

4

No response

33. The following statements deal with accomplishments you may have
achieved in your field. Please check whether you have done any

of the following during your academic experience.
number for each accomplishment.)

1. Attended one or more meetings of a scholarly
or professional society

2. On my own (not a course assignment) reat
..., scholarly or professional journals and/or

books

411,

3. Was author (or co-author) of a paper or
address given at a meeting of a professional
society, or published (or in press) in a

r, scholarly Or professional journal in my field

A. Was member of a student honorary group in
my. field

5. Won a prize, award, or other 'special

recognition for work in my field

6. Held a paid job (half-time or more) on a
continuing basis in my field

7* Have been responsible on a continuing basis
for supervising the work of others in my
field

154.....0n my own (not a course assignment) carried

out a research project

38

9.1

23.8,

32.5

. 33.3

1.3

(Check a

No

.

%

Yes

%

No
Response

%
.

42.4 55.8 1.9

19.2 79.9 0.8

86.0 12.0 2.1

58.4 39.4 2.2

68.6 29.0 2.4

54.6. 43.8 1.6

76.5 21.1 2.5

69.3 29.0 46

4.
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34. Did your college require you to write a senior thesis
or take comprehensive examinations?

1. No 76.4

2. Yes 22.7

No response 0.9

35. The following phrases describe selected methods of instructioni
Please circle the number in each row which designates your
preference.

1. It is usually not preferable

2. You neither like nor dislike it

3. it is very preferable

No response

1

,

Lecture

40.
Teacher-centered seminar

4
%

1.3 3a.7

1.4 .48.0

'42.4

48.9

53.4

61.1'

Student-centered discussion or seuinar. '1:0

or project work 1.6

Field work

Independent

3.2

research 1.8

Written work (term p2rs, ett.) 1.3

Other . AM 61.6

31.2

.7.2

48.3 16.6

37.9 12.7

33.9 22.7

37.1 12.4

34.4 9.1

29.7 7.5

42.0 25.6

26.5 4.7
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36. On an average, how many hours per week did you spend in either
part -time, or full-time work during your senior year of college
(do not consider vacations)?

1. None 31.1

2. Fewer thani (hours)

3. 6 to 10 13.9

4. 11 to 15 11.9
, .

5'. 16 to 20 15,5

6. 21 to 25 6.9

7. 26 to 30 3,.9

8. More than 30 . 5.4

No response 0.6

37-39. How strongly did your parents (or guardians) and friends
encourage you to attend graduate or professional school?

37 38. 39.
. . .

Father Mother Friends

1. Strongly discouraged me from attending

2. Diouraged me from attending

3. Neither encouraged nor discouraged me.

4. Encduraged me to attend

.

5. Strongly encouraged me to attend

6. Doesn't apply

No response ,
,...t.--N.,,

%

411411rr
3.1

.41.6

.

21.6

19.3,

11.2

2.1 .

%

G.9
2.7

-42.6.

25.9

21,1

5.7

1.4.

p

%
-41
0.6

2.2

36.8

26.1'

25.0

7.8

1.5
J

40



40 41. How much, education do you plan to complete?
40. 41.

higheSt Degreqb Highest Degree

mow..held qr planned

1. Bachelor's Degree (A.B., B.A., B.S., etc.)

%

84.7

2. Meste'r's Degree M.S., M.A.T., etc.) 11.6

3. Ph.D. or Ed:D 0.3-

4. M.D., D.D.S., or D.V.R. 0.4
4.

'5. LL.B. or 3.D. OA

6. M.Div., Th.D., D.Min. . 0.3

7. Other 0.8

No response 1.8
.N

%''
...

,

42. To tiew many graduate schools did 7°6 actually ail* for admission?

',..

-11.

e ; A
None

4

vi,

'i

.

A /,,,,j.

-
salf One A

'TwTwo 4

4. Three

5. Four

6. Five
L

7. Six or more
.

No response

4

ft

0,6

40.5

41.9

.5.2

5.3
la

0.2

2.9

3.5

0 . 5
..

i.-

4 4,
39.2 .° 0

16.2

13.6

10.3 4'

7.8

11.§

0.6

A 41

.1

.1.

#4,

V .
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-41": In considering the financial support of tour gralluate or
school career, how, uchlipportance do you attach to each
following sources of fulidag

1. Not a source o funds

professional
of the

O

2. A minor source of funds

3. A major source of mounds

No respope

Parental or family air"! 1.5 18.5

Spouse's employment 5.6 21.3

Scholarship, fellowship or other award 2.5' 36.1

Loan or personal savings i.9 30,,.7

Research assistantship or equivalent .3.5 17.1

Teaching assistantship or equivalent . 3.6 25.2

Other university employment 3.7 8.5

Employment ourside,theunivereityt etc. 3.2 21.9'

r. VA benefits 98.4 ,1.0

Indicate the importance to you personally of the following
or experiences in your decision to go to graduate school?
circle one number in each row.

1: Not relevant'

2. Minor influen

3. Major influence

2 2

'22.4 57.6

9.2 63,8

fi7:6,,48.8

31PO 32.6

7.6 71.7

7.1 64.2

12.4 75.'4

22.4 52.4,

0.4 0.3.'

persons
Pleas

4.8

No response
.10

College counselor
t,

1.2

One or or of my proiessoxs 1.1 34.4

Somi'other peisolkisfI adMiri 1.0 32.1

Pxofessional counseling or placement service
ley'

*P.

1.3 '1.6

Some paswork experience 0.9 34.2

Difficulty in finding suitable employment- 1.2 19.6

42'

\

8 3 85'.8

27.5 37.1

29;.3 37.6

4.4 92.7

21.9 4.9.

17.8 61r4



45. Row useful to you were the following OUTCOS of assistance as you
selected a graduate field of study? ease circle one number in
each row.

1. Source not used
.

-\
/. Source used,, but of no value 4..

3k Source was somewhat helpful - I

`°
s

4. Source was very helpful
\.

t

III

1
''s,

I'
No response

% % \X X
...

4

a
4

411'

Vocational guidance tests

Individual locational counseling

Individual academic counseling

Occupational readings

Advice from family

Advice from _potential employers

Part:time and summer jobs

Advice from faculty member
.

.

Collett placement scores

Experience with the litary

.

"

6.8 1.0,, 4..8' 86.0

0,9 1.51 4.7 5.5 87.5

1.2 4.4 14.0 6.9 73.5

1.3 9.1425.1 9.3 55.3

0.9 6.2 21.6 13.2 58.1

.0.9 5.8 13.3 5.4 74.5

1.0 '13.1 17.9 5.9 62.1

1.0 .21.2 27.8 6.6 41.3

1.2 3.0 12.6 14.1 69.0vt

1..3 4.2 t.5 2.7 88.4

a

I

Y. t
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.46. The following question concerns the importance of diffdrent factors
in determining your choice of graduate school. For each factor,

r circle the correct number.'
, 0

1. It is not importa4 at all

,1...
.t.

N
. $

-;3. It is quite iMportant.
,:

. (-)
_,.

4'. It is extremely important

No re .

1
response

. .

..

4,

.
O.,. . % %

...'

Geographic Vocation 1;:. :
..

- ' 1.0 34.9 29.9 Z3.7 10.5

Overall academi raitation_ 0.9 38.3 44.8 11.8 .4.2
* ... .. ,

Charade 'to work unitera lierticular

fac 1.1 12.3 14.1 21.9 50.8
i
ulty member .

.
Academic replatition4i wovir:Major
field of choice 1 1.1 41.6 35.7 14.1 7:Y'

. .

Admipsion requirements 1.0 9.8 21.9 28.1 39.2f ..r. ' ...0.0
Special Course offerusto- 1.1 17.8 23.5 22.4 35.3

Re1igiou's affiliatiOh 1.0 0.3 0.5 2.2 96.0

Availability ofefinencial aid 1.3 28.8 16.5 13.6 39.7
, . . .

Cost of -tuition,. 1.0 29.7 26.3 17.6 25.5
.. ,.

I

N..,

Coeducation* enrollment. '

Living fealities :

.*s. Grading dyeteal .k
Size of'studerq body

. ..
Physical p

.s

Tit_

Piaduate tVant-faculty ratio
.,,

_,

Advice of e.tprsier teacher at
another sch561 .

Curriculum flexibility
.
Palitically mare student body

"14.beral" policies With respect'to
'reetrictlons onenon-academ4calli
r ated.student behavior .,

This requiremint or lack thereof
(i.e:, the Master's level)

Ph.D. language.reqdirements

Cultviral faci1ities,available

Phfeical facilities available

Social prestite of the institution.

_1.1

1.1

.1.1

1.7

' 1.7

1.1

1.3

.1.1

1.3

1.4

1.9

2.4

1.2

1.2

1.1

9.0

5.0

1.6

2.1

3,5

8.0

10.3

15.7'

3.1

o

7.5

5.1

-3.3

11.8

7.6

7.2

I

44

11.2 15.3 63.4

10.4 18.g 64.8

5.4 15.3 76.6

9.0 22.1 65.6

12,4 21.8 60.6

23.6 24,4 42.8

15.3

29.0

11.5

13.4

11.0

5.4

25..3

21.5

19.9

16.3 56.8

21.4, 32.8

''23.2 61.0

20.1 57.5

18.9 63.16
11.5 77.3

26.7 35.0

28.6 41.1

29.6 42.2
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47. Listed belqw are various...reasons for selecting a particular major
field of study. Please show their relative influence by circling
one. number in each row. Are

1. Not relevant

2. A minor influence

3. A relatively important influence

4. A major influence

No respohse

I seem to have a natural aptitude
for tpis area (achievement comes ,

easi;5, for me in this area)

The: subject area ds intrinsically
interesting to me

Rising need or demand for people
with. training in this area

Altruistic reasons, (e.g., work
in this area may be particularly
beneficial to society)

Liberal graduate admissions
policies with respect to pre-

* requisite undergraduate work

Graduate work in this area isn't
as demanding as in other areas
(e.g., average length of time
to Ph.D. is relatively short)

Advice from counselors

6

45'

0.9

0.9

1.0

o.p

6

41:2 34.4 15.6 7.6

70.7 226 4.7 1.3

22.3 27.8 23.5 25.4

20.9 27.7 25.8 24.7

3.6 6.9 15.2 73.3

1.3' 3.0 11.0 83.7

2.8 6.6 13.7 76.0



48-49. Below is a'li f major field groupings. Please indicate the

group which contains your major, and.the group which you find

to be least appealing.

I, Least appealing field

%

.

2. Major field

15.2

8.7

32.9

4.6

37.1

13.4

3. Major field is 'least appealing

z

17.1

24.2'

10.3

26.5

10.9

20.1

No response

%

0.0

0.1

0.0

0.1

0.1

0.2

Humanities (Classics, Drama, English,
Fine Arts, Modern Languages, Philosophy,
Religion, Speech)

Science (Archeology, Astronomy, Biology,
Botany, Chemistry,-Geology, Mathematics,
Physics, Medltifte)

Engineering (Architecture, Chemical
Engineering, civil Engineering, Electrical
Engineering, Industfial Engineering,
Mechanical. Engineering, Computer Science)

Social Science(American Civilization,
Anthropology, Economics, Government,'
History, Political Science, Psychology;
Sociology)

Business and Commerce (Accounting,
Advertising, Business, Commerce, Finance,
Industrial Management, Industrial Relations,
Hotel Administration, Real Estate)

Other (e.g., Agriculture, Education, Home
Economics, Journalism, Military Science,
Pharmacy, Social Work)

%

67.7

67.1

56.8

68.8

51.9

66-3

1.

4.1

46
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50. Indicate which of the following ability'measures you feel would be
the one best indicator of how well you will do in graduate school.

1. MyfRE aptitude scores
ti

4.4

2. My GRE advanced tests 1.3

3. My college grade poin average 15.5

4. Some measure of my motivation to achieve, 43.2

5. My.litters of reference 12.3

6. My grades in.my major field 19'.4

No response 3.8

51. What is your best guess as to the chances that you will
(Circle one number in each row.)

Very Very
No Good Some Little No

Response Chance Chance Chance Chance,

Obtain an A- (or better) overall
grade point average

Change major field 0.8 4.4

%

Change career choice 1.8 6.4

Fail one or more courses (grade'
of C or under)

Transfer to anther university
before completing. your degree

Participate in student protests
or demonstrations.

1.0 2.j.

0.9 5.1

1.5 7.1

Drop out of giaduate school tempo-
1.2

racily because of health vroblems

Drop out permanently (exclude
transferring)

ADrop out of graduate school
because of the military draft

Drop out because of financial
problems

Drop out because of academic
problems'

Drop out because of lack of
.motivation

0.6

0.9 1.8

1.6 0.8

. 0.8, 4.3

0.9 0.5.

0.9 3.3

% % p%

46.5 14.6 ; 5.3

12.8 33.1 48.&

25.8 34.4 31.6

14.1 47.1 35.7

16.1 35.7 42.3

23.2. 33.1 35.1

4.2 4(.1 49.9

9.9' .39..4 48.0

1.6 8.4 87.6

18.1 41.8 '35.1

6.7 46.5 45.3

14.7 32.6 48.5

or*
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52.. Circle the numbfr in each row which beit describes your attitude
towards problem areas which you may encounter in graduate school.

1. Absolutely no problem

. 2. May be some problem but I will be able
to cope with it

.3. Will be a majoi4problem

No response

%. 2 % %

Finances 0.7 '23.0 59.2 17.1

C

'Handling the content of my courses 4

Relations with one or more members o the
opposite sex

Deciding on a major field or specialty within
a field

Some aspect of parent and/or family relations

0.9 3.9 68.2 27.0

1.3 6.5 33.7 58.6

0.7 9.6 39.8 .49.9

0.8' 3.4 26.9 68.9

Study habits 0.7 p.7 50.9 397

Ability to,organize and present my ideas in
written form

Budgeting of time between competing activities
(e.g., social, academic, family responsibilities,

0.8 20.6 57,9 20.7part-time work)

0.8 7.7 49.0 42.5

My role in relationship to student activist
groups; e.g., whether or not to support or ,

participate in student groups such as SEIS3
Weathermen, etc.

Trying to "find" myself in the sense of
personal meanink and identity . .

Getting along with my fellow gradugte students 0.5 1.3 21.7 76.4

Finding a-faculty or research advisot with
whom I will be able to work

.;v4 1.2. 7.1 40 51.4

* 4

Deciding. upon or being able to develop ;ay own
1.4 1 4.2 54.0 30.4

researcff 'iphs 4.1

Fulfilling the doctoral language requirements 9.4 8.1 18.9 63.5

Being able to complete the extensive reading '
1.5 $.5 55.7 34.4required

Completing the Doctoral thesis requirement 112.0 12.4 32.2 43.4

Ability to peiform in a competitive academic
atmospher4 '

Being able to maintain a high level of
motivation within a relatively unstructured
environment

1.3 1.0 .11.1 86.7

0.$ 11.6 34.5 53.1

46

1.0 6,Z 49.0 43.$

1.74 11.6 43.0 43.7
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53. The following question refera to various opportunities which are
generally open.to Ph.D.'s. Assuming you had to make a decision
concerning your post-graduate Otnii, indicate the relative importance
of the following opportunities in your selection of a poet- graduate
poiition. Pleaae circle one number in each row.

4

1. Of little or no importance

2. Of some importance

3. Very important

No response

% % %

. Opportunities to do research 11.6 33.1 35.4 19.9

Opportunities to beach 11.5 43.5 30.2 14.9\

Opportunity to work in administration 12,0 11.7 25.8 50,6

Opportuni? to do post-doctoral work- 12.5. 16.0 38.7 32,9

.

54. In choosing a career, how.important would you consider each of the

following opportunities to be?

1. Of little or no importance
I

2. Of some importance

3. Very important

No response

Opportunity to work with ideas and theories 0.8 5041 41.9 7.2

OpportuniV to work with people 0.8 70.4 25.1 3.8

,Opportunity to work with objects and, things 1.2 15,8 41.0 42.0
411

Opportunity. to be a leader 1.0 28.8 48.3 21.9

. 49
Y.
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55. People find different factors important in thelr choice of a job.
Please circle one number beside each factor, indicating its,
importance to you.

1. Of little importance

2. Of some importance

3. Very important

No response

Job security, advancement

Interesting work'

Freedom to make decisions

Opportunity to influence social values,
and/or to make contributions to science

Recognition, b4coming an authOrity; status

O.8

0.5

0.7

0.8

0.8

30.1

96.1

80.8

51.6

18.1

56.8

3.4

17.6

36.8

50.0

12.3

0.0

0.9

10.7

31.2

t,

50

Or
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Maan's and Standatd Deviations for Selected Questions from the

Expetimental Biographical Questionnaire for Graduate Students

Question 0 Question R a usg_tTI 1

1. 0. 5.89 2.15 25. a 2.68 2.21 36.

.4
4. 2.18 1.03 b 110.59 2.17 37.

5. 4.72 2.53 c .4.69 1.56 38.

6. 4.11 1.91 d 3,98 2.06 39.

13. 4.86 2.15 e 3.96 2.01 42.

14. 2.65 2.10 2.44 2.18 43.

15. 3.16 1.45 g 4.10 1.98

17. 2.87 1.09 h 5.00 1.52

18. 4.25 1.18, 27. a 2.04 0.79

19. 1.60 1.06 b 2.03 0.53

20.
,

1.81 1.23 c 2.33 0.78

21: 3.38 1.34 d 2%05 0.78

22.1 a 1.49 1.16 28. ,2.56 0.83

b 1.79 1.52 29. 2.56 0.9:

c 2.62 1.62 30. 3.41 '0.96 44

d 2.57 1.65 31. 2.69 0.95

e 1.61 1.22 32. 2.87 1.02

f 2.14 1.61 35. a 2.14 0.73

g 1.18 0.80' b 2.33 0.75

h 3.80 1.54 'c , 2.18 0.81

23. 2.19 1.05 d 2.33 0.75

24. 1.85 0.82 . e 2.38 0.78,

2.50 0.71

g 2.03 0.79

h 0.79 1.06

51

b

c

d

e

1

g

h

i

a

b

c

d

e

f

X °

3:31 '2.16

3.82 1.26

3.77 1.10

3.92 1.14

3.63 1.79

1.58 0.80

1.46 0.89

1.82 0.96

1.94 0.84

1.38 /el

'1.54 0.91

1.26 0.66

1.63 0.86

0.04- 0.33

1.17 0.51

1.95 0.87

1.93 0.86

1.06 0.34

1.89 '0.89

1.56 0.81

4



45.

..ori X G Question X G RLALLE14 X
it:Ir

a 1.1,9. 0.57 46. 2.87 1.p4 47i a 3.07 0.99
. ,

b 1.18 0.59 3.15 0.85 b 3.61 0.71

4.,...

c 1.47 0.91 c 1.86 1.08. g 2.45 1.13

d 1.85 1.09 d 3.09 0.97 .1 d 2.43. 1.10

e 1.74 1.01 e 2.001 1.02 e 1.39 . 0.78

f 1.49 0.94 f 2.22 1.14 f 1.20 0.56

g 1.8P 1.15 g 1.03 0.27 g 1.35 0.74

h 2.31 1.25 h 2.32 1.29 51. a 3.01 0.92

i 1.47 0.84. i 7.58.7'. 1.19 b 1.71 0.86

j 1.21. 0.72 j 1.64 1.41 c 2.04 0.95

k 1.54 0.88 d 1.81 0.76

1 1.30 0.66 a 1.82 0.89

1.45 0.76 f 1.99 0.96

n 1.55 0.86 g 1.53, 0.63

o 1.95 1.01 h 1.64 0.75

p 1.77 1.06 i 1.12 0.47 .

q 2.26 1.11 j 1.90 0.85

r 1.54 0,.83 k 1.60 0.65

s 1.68 0.98 1 1.71 0.85

t 1.54 0.90

1.30 0.75

v 2.11 1.05

w
1.93 0.99

x 1.90 0.97

. I I

52
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11..., -
Question X 0 Question X c

52. -a

b

c

d

e

f

g

h

q

r

53. a

b

c

d

4'

2.04 :._0.65 54. a 2.41 0.66

1.75 0.53 b 2-65 0:59

1.45 0.63 c 1.7L 0.74

1.58 0.67 d 2.05 0.74

1.33 0.55 55. a 2.16 0.65

1.68 0.64 b 2.95 0.27

1.64 0.63 c 2.78 0:48

1.98 0.67 d 2.39 0.71

1.12 0.39 e . 1.85 0.71

1.57 0.70 561 a 2.48 0.89

1.24 0. b 1.99 0.86

1.53 0.64 c 2.12 0.88

1.81 0.68 d 1.87 0.87

1.26 0:74 e 2.03 0.89

1.71 0.64 f ..1.88 0.93

1.45 0.86 g 1.96 0.80

1.60 0,M h 2.52 0.87

1,64 0.70 i 2.66 0.83 *

1.90 0.99 j 2.60 0.92

2.06 1.02 k 2.74 0.92

1.37 0.84 1 3.41 -0.68

1.58 0.90 m 2..36 0.38

* Question #56 is based on the Rotter Locus of Control Scale. See the following
page for this question.

Fifty-six s through 1 show the individual item means for the 12 items that
comprise the scale. Fifty-six 'kis the mean acrossfthe sample for the total..
score.

. 53
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56. Markone.number in each,row according to how you feel about the
8 tatemeee ^

a
1.41Strongly.disagree

2. Disagree somewhat
4 ,

3. Agree somewhat

.4. Strongly agree

Chance and luck are not very important in my life 4 3 2 1

These days a persontoesn't really know on whom he can count 4 3 2 1

- Getting a good job, depends moreore .on the length of your hair 4 3 .2 1

' than on ydur ability .

Nowadays a person has to live pretty much for today and let 4 3 2

tomorrow take. care of itself .

Many times I feel that I have little influence over the
things tfiat'happen to we

It's hardly fair to bring children into the world the way'
things are

In Spilt of what some peOple say, the condition of the
black man is getting worse

There is little use appealing'to the^authorities because
often they aren't rea9y aware of the problems of the
average black man

4 3 2 1

4 3 2 1

4 3'2 1

4 3 2 1

Success is a matter of hard work; luck has little to do 4 3 2 1

with 1..t-

Students.from disadVantaged social backgrounds, should
receive preferential treatment in college admissions
poliOes

The 41:maple" have little influence within the present 4 4 3 2 1

4 3 2 1 ".

political system

Special interest groups having large financial backing
have the .greatest iniiact on governmental policy

54
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